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delay in face processing in people with WS. They
showed a processing deficit for faces in line with
performance by much younger children. This was
confined to configural processing; that is to face
perception that relied on configural relations
between face parts. The ability to recognize face
parts in isolation or when mono-oriented (i.e.,
inverted faces) was relatively spared. Deruelle and
colleagues also tested ability to match still face
images (which varied in identity) for lipshape (/a/,
/o/ and /i/). This was the only task where WS
achieved age-appropriate performance. It was
concluded that lip-reading relies on local rather than
global or configural processing. This would account
for its sparing in WS.
This conclusion may be precipitate. Speechreading
is sensitive to the normal facial configuration.
Audio-visual illusions are affected by the orientation
of the face, being reduced for inverted faces, even
when the mouth region itself is upright [8,16].
Moreover, unlike the static stimuli used by Deruelle
et al., the processing of faces for speech makes use
of visual movement. Time-varying information in
the absence of a recognizable image of the relevant
face parts can affect auditory perception [15].
The first aim of the study reported here was to
describe the pattern of influence of seen on heard
speech identification in people with WS, which has
not yet been reported. Additionally, an hypothesis
may be tested. A high-level integration deficit,
which would impair the analysis of the products of
perceptual processing, has been proposed as one
cause of the anomalous cognitive profile in WS [e.g.
17]. The extent to which cross-modal perceptual
integration might be implicated has not been
explored hitherto, and audiovisual speech processing
offers a suitable testbed. It is established in infancy,
is largely insensitive to attentional and strategic
demands, and follows a well-defined integration
metric. Its cortical basis is also becoming clear [1012,4].

ABSTRACT
In the rare genetic disorder of Williams syndrome
(WS), visuospatial abilities, including face
processing can be impaired. Auditory speech
processing, on the other hand, may be less so.
Claims have also been made that WS may impair
integrative processing. In this context, the
exploration of visual and audiovisual speech
perception in WS is of interest.
Tokens from a single natural English speaker of the
form /∧ba:/, /∧va:/, /∧θa:/, /∧da:/ and /∧ga:/, were
digitally manipulated and presented in unimodal
(vision alone, audition alone) and audiovisual
conditions, for participants to identify each token.
Compared with age-matched controls, WS
participants were impaired at visual but not auditory
identification, and in audiovisual testing showed
correspondingly reduced effects of vision on report
of auditory token identity. Audiovisual integration
was nevertheless demonstrable in WS. Visual
phoneme identification may require visual skills that
do not reach age-appropriate levels in WS, despite
their age-appropriate (auditory) phonological
abilities.

1

INTRODUCTION

Williams syndrome (WS) is a genetic disorder with
an incidence of one in 20,000 live births [18]. It is of
interest to cognitive neuroscientists because of its
uneven cognitive-linguistic profile. Some language
and communicative skills appear relatively
proficient, while many nonverbal skills, especially
visuo-spatial cognition, number, as well as planning,
conceptual/semantic skills and problem solving, are
severely compromised [13,17]. Face processing is
not spared. Although people with WS are sociable
and show appropriate responses to a range of facial
acts that denote emotion and intention [3,14],
Deruelle and colleagues [7] found a developmental
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Our experimental questions were: (1) How good is
visual speech discrimination for a subset of syllables
in WS? Here predictions were open. (2) How good
is auditory speech discrimination? We had no reason
to believe this to be compromised. (3) Finally, do
WS show defective integration, with reduced effects
of vision on audition?

2

3
3.1

RESULTS

Unimodal presentations

The first analysis explored whether WS showed
anomalous processing of auditory and of visual tokens
presented unimodally. The response measure was
accuracy of report (out of 5 for each token - means for
each subject for each condition were therefore out of 25).

METHOD

1.0

Participants were thirteen people with WS (diagnosed
genetically by FISH technique), pre-screened for
suitability for testing. Five were male. Age range was
11;1 - 52;2 years. A range of psychometric data,
including full IQ measures were obtained for this group.
Controls were matched individually for age and gender to
the WS participants, and were recruited through a youth
club and from volunteers in the London area.
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Stimuli were derived from five naturally spoken iambic
VCV syllables (/∧ba:/, /∧va:/, /∧θa:/, /∧da:/, and /∧ga:/)
spoken by a female British-English speaker. These were
digitally captured, matched for overall length and for
perceived onset of the consonant, then spliced into audioand visual-only segments. These were used to generate 35
tokens: 5 auditory, 5 visual and the complete set of 25
audio-visual combinations. In the auditory unimodal
condition (n=5) the screen remained black. In the visual
unimodal condition (n=5) a silent lip-movement was
seen. Twelve 35-item lists, each comprising every token,
randomly ordered, were constructed. A videotape was
constructed from this material and participants in this
experiment each viewed a total of 5 lists (total number of
trials was 35 x 5 = 175 per participant) in the
experimental condition.
Participants, who were screened for (self-reported)
normal or corrected vision and who all reported normal
hearing, were tested individually in a quiet lab. The
videotape was viewed on a 22” colour monitor, with
audio level set to 60dB. Viewing distance was about 50
cm. Participants were required to identify the spoken
token by repeating ‘what you think the speaker is saying’.
For illustration, examples included a range of single and
bi-consonants in the vocalic context of the study. For
vision only, participants were asked ‘what is she
whispering?’
Behavior was monitored by video and audio recorder.
Following ten unscored practice trials, experimental
series were run in a single session, with a short break. All
responses for WS participants were transcribed
phonetically by the experimenter (MB), and checked
independently by a second transcriber.
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Figure 1: Accuracy of unimodal identification.
Boxplots show medians of individual means for
consonant identification (dark horizontal), boxes
the interquartile range, whiskers the high-low
range, excluding outliers (> 2SD). These are
marked individually. The group difference for
vision- alone is significant at p< 0.01.
This was a repeated measures analysis (SPSS GLM
procedure) in which the within-subject (repeated
measures) factors were modality and place of articulation.
The between-subjects factor was experimental group, and
age was entered as a covariate. There was a significant
group x modality interaction (F(1,23)= 4.76, p < 0.05).
WS were inferior to controls at visual, but not at auditory
identification (post-hoc comparison , p< 0.01).
Modality affected place of articulation scores (modality x
place interaction). F(4,92) = 5.74, p < 0.01), an effect
which was not further moderated by experimental group
or age. Audition was superior for discriminating the
alveolar consonant /d/, vision was better for more anterior
places of articulation (labial, labio-dental).

WS were less accurate than controls at
discriminating visual, but not auditory tokens, while
the pattern of performance (alveolars and velars
better by ear, labials better by eye) was not
distinguished by group.
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Posthoc comparisons confirmed that WS were
poorer at vision-only than younger controls. In
comparison with controls, visual /d/ and /g/ were
particularly poorly discriminated (p < 0.02). They
also confirmed that younger controls were poorer at
auditory /v/ discrimination than other places of
articulation ( p < 0.05), but that this contrast was not
significant for older WS. There were no significant
differences in bimodal performance.

3.2
Bimodal presentations
The next analysis (SPSS-GLM) explored bimodal
responses. The dependent variable was mean
probability of auditory identification (out of 5). The
within-subject factors were: auditory place of
articulation (5 levels), and visual place of
articulation (5 levels). The between-subjects factor
was again experimental status, covarying for age.
The only two significant (within-subjects) effects
were: auditory x visual interaction [F(16,368) =
11.42, p< 0.001] and the auditory x visual x group
interaction [F(16,368) = 5.79, p<0.001]. These are
summarized in figure 2. This shows that where
audition and vision were congruent, peak auditory
accuracy was obtained. However, both this effect,
and the converse (lowering of auditory accuracy by
incongruent visual tokens) appear reduced in WS
compared with controls.

4

In this new syllable identification task, place of
articulation affected report systematically for vision
and for audition, with audition generally more
accurate for speech articulated in more posterior
parts of the vocal cavity, vision for consonants
produced more anteriorly. There was clear evidence
of integration in bimodal report. Both congruent and
incongruent tokens showed marked effects. For
example, the ‘classic’ McGurk paradigm [12], using
auditory /b/ with visual /g/ (token Bg in figure 3),
generated fewer than 10% ‘b’ responses in both
tested groups.
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4.1
Unimodal Processing – group effects
People with WS were impaired at identifying visual
speech tokens, despite showing no significant
differences from age-matched controls in auditory
identification abilities. Nor was their pattern of
visual speech identification simply developmentally
delayed, since a comparison of young controls (<16
years) with older WS participants still showed
significant differences in visual identification.
While even the young controls could make use of
visual information to distinguish /d/ and /g/ in this
display, WS participants were poor at this, which
contributed to their overall lower score.
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Figure 2 : bimodal performance, WS and
controls compared. WS show reduced
accuracy for congruent consonants and
reduced influence of vision for some auditory
tokens (eg /v/).

3.3
Are older WS like young controls?
A further analysis contrasted visual, audiovisual
(congruent) and visual responses for older WS (n =
7, >16 years) and younger controls (n = 7, < 16
years). In this analysis the within-subject factors
were modality (3 levels), place (5 levels). Despite
the small numbers, there was a significant modality
x group interaction (F(2,24) = 8.13, p< 0.01),
moderated by place of articulation (F(8,96) = 4.83,
p< 0.001)1.

4.2
Integration
Since WS were poorer at visual discrimination,
vision should have a reduced effect on bimodal
report, and so it proved. Nevertheless, there was
extensive integration of vision and audition in WS,
and young controls and older WS did not differ in
this regard. These data cannot confirm failure of
audiovisual integration in WS. The question cannot
be closed, however. A strong test of the ‘failure to
integrate’ hypothesis would match WS with other

1

of small sample sizes and the interpretation of higher
order interactions.

Only significant effects with calculated power value of
> 0.85 are reported. This vitiates, to some extent, the use
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3.

controls on the basis of similar visual identification
accuracy, and explore the outcome on a case-bycase basis (see Massaro, [11] Chapter 5, for the
rationale for individual psychometric analysis).
While an integration deficit in WS may be proposed
for higher-level processes such as lexical and
semantic-syntactic processing in online speech
analysis [13,17], there is no clear indication from
these data that cross-modal processing at the level of
phoneme identification is defective in WS. Such a
case has been made for other discrepant individuals
and groups, including people with autism[5,6].

4.

5.

6.

4.3
Accounting for the visual deficit in WS
Although people with WS are often observed to be
socially sensitive and great ‘lookers at faces’ [3,14],
their face processing can be shown to be
compromised in various ways [7]. We have
demonstrated that their ability to identify speech
from facial gesture is anomalous compared with
age-matched controls. What mechanisms may
account for this? Facial configuration processing
relating mouthshape to the position of tongue, teeth
and lips may be required for visual consonant
identification. In support of this, within the WS
group the only significant correlation of any
psychometric variable with visual speechreading
(partialled for auditory performance) was with
nonverbal tests of ability (BAS nonverbal test, and
BAS nonverbal pattern construction subtest). /v/
accuracy correlated significantly with these testscores (Spearman’s rho = 0.67, p< 0.02).
WS may also have visual movement perceptual
disorders. It has been established that the dorsal and
ventral visual systems develop at different rates, and
that dorsal system development, which is sensitive
to visual movement, lags in WS [1,2]. This is a
feasible neurophysiological locus for developmental
problems related to a range of visual abilities in WS
and may relate to the visual processing circuitry
identified for speechreading [4].
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